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Abstract—We present a data augmentation technique for
generating location variant audio samples using ray-traced audio
in virtual recreations of the real world. Hardware Audio-Based
Location-Aware Systems are capable of locating audio sources
in relation to mobile devices. This is a relevant technique in the
context of location-based and person tracking in ubiquitous envi-
ronments. However, this solution is limited in collecting vast data
to train the machine learning model reliably. To overcome this
problem, we constructed a virtual environment using the audio
ray-tracing solution, NVidia VRWorks Audio in Unreal Engine 4,
to simulate a real-world setting. The environmental sounds in the
real-world scenario were imported into the virtual environment.
This strategy could augment data for training Hardware Audio-
Based Location-Aware Systems machine learning models with the
necessary calibration of the unreal and real data sets. Our results
show the audio ray-tracing framework could simulate real-world
sound in the virtual environment to a certain extent.

Index Terms—audio synthesis; ray-tracing; Unreal Engine;
VRWorks audio.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual Environments (VE) have steadily increased in pop-
ularity among researchers over the last decade [1][2]. VE
can give an immersive simulation experience that is suitable
to a variety of use cases, including gaming, automobile,
construction, and education [3][4][5]. Apart from graphics,
audio processing is a vital component of the virtual envi-
ronment’s immersive experience. Numerous ray-tracing audio
frameworks, such as VRWorks Audio (NVIDIA) [6], or Steam
Audio [7], can enhance and increase the realism and immer-
sion impact in virtual reality technologies.

Sound is an interesting tool to localize users and mobile
devices. For example, the location of a user walking within
a building can be determined based on ambient sounds [8].
In this scope, we define such systems as Hardware Audio-
Based Location-Aware Systems (HABLAS). In ubiquitous
computing, sound can be a helpful sensing modality to classify
location [9][10].

However, hardware-based location solutions have limita-
tions in terms of data collection. For example, in a particular
scene and combination of environmental sounds, the data

can only be collected where the devices are located. If the
opportunity has passed, one cannot try another location and
recollect the data with that exact scene and environment
sounds. This is on top of the already well-known general
difficulty in gathering annotated data.

In this work, we proposed to use virtual environments
created by game design engines via audio path tracing frame-
works to generate location-dependent sound data for training
HABLAS machine learning models. A critical remark of our
proposal is that the quality of the augmentation of virtually
generated sound will have a strong dependency in the calibra-
tion with the real-sound and the data augmentation algorithm
selected for the task.

Our paper structure is as follows; Section II presents related
work in the areas of Virtual Environment (VE) reconstruction
and Real-Time ray-tracing solutions. Next, Section III provides
a detailed description of the proposed method, including de-
tails of the employed framework, and the interface between the
real-world sound recording with the VE. Then, in Section IV a
spectral comparison between the recorded real-world sounds
with the virtually generated sounds is discussed. Finally, in
Section V, we conclude our work and discuss further ideas.

II. RELATED WORK

With the growing popularity of Virtual Reality (VR), NVidia
has released a software suite VRWorks for VR and game
developers to utilize graphics processing units (Audacity Team
) acceleration with existing 3D design environments [11]. Such
tools have also received attention from researchers, especially
in the visual scene reconstruction discipline, in works, such as
[12][13][14].

However, traditional graphical rendering struggles to
achieve the real-world effect, mainly since, in reality, what
we perceive results from light and sound waves bouncing off
different surfaces and reaching our eyes and ears. Ray-tracing
solves such a problem as the graphics or audio can be rendered
not only by geometry, but also by considering the reflection
and refraction of simulated rays closer to real life. Real-time
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Figure 1. Illustration of our approach to generate location dependent sound samples from virtual recreations of real-world scenes.

ray-tracing has been difficult due to the extreme computation
demand [15]. Most recently, real-time ray-tracing has also
become possible thanks to the latest GPUs with dedicated
accelerators. VRWorks has also been updated with accelerated
ray-tracing. GPU acceleration has been investigated for ray-
traced sound propagation in underwater environments [16].

Additionally, the idea of using virtual scenes to generate
synthetic visual training data as input to machine learning
methods has been explored in [17], where Unreal Engine 4
[18] was used to generate and automatically annotate ground
truth data of robot agents interacting with objects and between
each other. Moreover, a commercial solution for simulation
and training of artificial intelligence (AI) robotics was intro-
duced by NVIDIA®Isaac™[19], in which synthetic and virtual
data generation techniques can improve the behavior of the
robot.

Therefore, we could argue that VE are becoming more
similar to the real-world, at least to some degree. The above
led us to benefit from virtual scenes recreation for the gen-
eration of synthetic data based on ray-traced sound for data
augmentation in machine learning solutions, which to the best
of our knowledge, has not been done before.

III. METHOD PROPOSAL

Ray-tracing audio solutions, such as VRWorks Audio
(NVidia) and Steam Audio can merge path tracing effects, such
as sound propagation, reflection, and constructive/destructive
collisions between different sound sources. As a result, and in
conjunction with the influence of the various materials’ sound
properties (e.g., absorption, reflection, transmission, etc.),
those solutions augment the immersion experience to the user.
For example, a hallway with carpets and wooden walls would
sound differently from the same hallway with surrounding
marble materials. These frameworks are compatible with game
development engines like Unreal Engine 4. This research aims
to prove the feasibility of audio data augmentation using the
VRWorks Audio virtual reality ray-tracing audio framework.
To test our approach, we have created a virtual environment in
Unreal Engine 4 modeled after a physical, real-world location
(meeting room), as shown in Figure 2, to generate a baseline
design with the potential to mimic several users (avatars) in
different social circumstances. Our particular focus was to
record sound data in the real scene and to compare it with
captured sound in the virtual scene designed in the Unreal
Engine. Therefore, after calibrating the unreal and real data
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Figure 2. The real scene in the top row and the reconstructed (Unreal Engine) scene in the bottom row.

sets, this strategy could be employed to generate synthetic data
for machine learning models to be used in HABLAS solutions,
as depicted in the research project’s process in Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the main idea; first,
audio recordings from a real scenario will be collected in
defined positions. Secondly, the real sound sources are played
inside the VE, and the listener is set in the predefined positions
in the first step. Next, a comparison between the real sound
and the virtually generated sound is made, and a Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN) specifically designed for audio
[20][21][22] could be used as the data augmentation technique.
Finally, these augmented location-aware sounds are used to
tackle the lack of training data in models for HABLAS.

A. Frameworks and Methodology

We used Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) to model the scene setup
in combination with Nvidia VRWorks Audio. More precisely,
Unreal Engine 4.15 is the version for which VRWorks Audio
is available as a plugin [23]. The plugin is a private repository;
therefore, an Unreal developer with a personal Github account
is needed to enable the link. UE4 is originally a game engine
for game development but has now been adopted by various
other industries. With UE4, a desired scene can be created rel-
atively quickly in a modular fashion. Furthermore, VRWorks
Audio enables immersive audio through ray-traced sound in
3D space in real-time. The key features of VRWorks Audio
[24] include effects, such as sound propagation, occlusion
for direct and indirect paths, attenuation, material reflection,

absorption, and transmission, which are needed for ray-traced
sound. In the following, we will present how we created the
scene setup in Unreal and VRWorks. The software suite was
tested on a Dell XPS15 laptop with an NVidia GTX 1050
GPU, as well as two workstations with an NVidia GTX 1080
and RTX A6000 GPUS. All systems can render the scene with
real-time performance.

B. Real World Recordings

A real-world experiment was designed to record ambient
sound at predetermined places and simulate the static positions
of the avatar inside Unreal Engine. We recorded the meeting
room’s ambient sound using eleven iOS devices (iPhone and
iPad). As shown in Figure 3, devices 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 11
were arranged on the tables. The microphone symbols were
used for gathering environment sound assets to play during
real-time rendering, and the numerical symbols are used to
distinguish sound differences at different locations. Device 5
was located on the cabinet on the left side of the meeting
room. To create some distinctions for sound recording, we
left the left door closed and placed devices 8 and 10 in
front of the left and right doors, respectively. Device 9 was
placed in front of the elevator in the hallway. The entire
recording took almost two hours. During the time, various
activities were induced at random places in the scene, such
as moving trolleys in the corridor, multiple people walking,
powered drills, hammering metal, conversations, music, etc.
The windows face a busy road, and there is always traffic
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Figure 3. Floor plan: placement of mobile recording devices inside the
real/virtual meeting room.

sound captured at the two microphones at the windows. The
four microphones depicted in Figure 3 were used as sound
sources inside the real-world. They were placed on the doors
and windows, and all of them possess unidirectional cardioid
polar patterns, which means that most audio with an incident
angle outside 90-270 degrees will be attenuated [25]. Android
devices recorded such microphones at 48Khz with 256kbps.
To reduce the effect of the wind, they were covered with a fur
windshield.

C. Sound Recordings of Unreal World

In the Unreal World, the static locations described in Sec-
tion III-B were used to perform the augmentation of the sound
recordings coming from the iOS devices. First, the recordings
of the four ambient sound microphones at the windows and
doors were imported into Unreal Engine. They were then used
as audio sources at the exact corresponding locations. Next,
the sound sources needed to be calibrated according to the
following considerations:

• Attenuate: Enables the sound attenuation. If false is spec-
ified, the sound will play at maximum volume regardless
of the distance between the sound source and the listener.
The setting must be set to true.

• Spatialize: This property enables spatialization, which
denotes the projection and localization of sound sources
inside the virtual environment. If set to false, the sound
will be non-spatialized, and no panning will be applied
when the listener moves around.

• Distance Algorithm: Five different distance algorithms
are available, which determine the attenuation rate over
distance. We experimented with all the functions and, by
ad-hoc method, concluded that the Inverse, Natural Sound
and Logarithmic distance algorithms realistically simulate
our experimental sound.

• Attenuation Shape: This property specifies the shape
used to establish the sound’s minimum and maximum
attenuation points. There are four alternative shapes avail-
able, with Sphere being the default setting and producing
a spherical attenuation shape. The spherical form is the
most accurate representation of how sound propagates in
the real-world [26].

• Radius: The radius describes the distance from the
location of the sound at which the falloff begins. Our
radius was set to 50 cm.

• Falloff Distance: This describes the distance over which
the falloff ends. We experimented with several values and
got the most realistic results with a falloff distance of
2500 cm.

• Occlusion: Occlusion is disabled as ray-tracing is the
more realistic alternative.

• Direct Path Gain: We use the default setting from the
VRWorks Audio Tutorial [6]. Set the value to 5.0.

• Indirect Path Gain: Here, we also take the default
setting, set the value to 5.0.

• Effect Strength: We also use the same preset as in the
tutorial: High.

To conduct the recordings in the Unreal World, the avatar
was placed at the eleven static locations that are presented
in Figure 3, so that we can compare them with the real-
world recordings from iOS devices. This means that we placed
the game character (the listener) at locations one to eleven.
The complete recorded sounds from the sound sources (4
microphones, doors, and windows) were reproduced every
time the avatar changed location. The sound from the audio
sources inside the virtual environment was recorded for about
two hours. The recordings were made using the audio software
Audacity® [27]. Audacity® software is copyright © 1999-
2021 Audacity Team. The name Audacity® is a registered
trademark. The operating system’s digital output was looped
back to the recording software.

IV. COMPARISON REAL AND UNREAL RECORDINGS

After recording in Unreal Engine 4 to determine the perfor-
mance of Nvidia’s ray-tracing technology, a user perception
assessment was performed. Our initial test was to have four
persons as the audience to only listen to the audio, while
one developer navigates the avatar in the real-time rendered
scene in various locations. The audience would then describe
the change of location. Two audiences tested with the lap-
top’s speaker, and the other two audiences tested via Zoom
meetings. The initial test result has revealed that it is evident
whether the avatar is in the meeting room, close to the window,
or the hallway outside the meeting room. They describe their
major clues were the traffic sound outside the window and
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Figure 4. Spectrogram comparison between real scene and the reconstructed (Unreal) scene setup at various locations, during exactly the same time.

the ambient echo characteristic. The hallway with ceramic tile
floors and emptier space sounds significantly different than the
smaller furnished meeting room with carpet floors.

Next, we present the differences between the real and unreal
worlds at different predefined locations with the same time
moments using the spectrograms in Figure 4. First, we cropped
identical 90-second sections from the 2-hour recordings for
each position. We then converted these sections into spec-
trograms using the Matlab ®Signal Analyzer App [28] to
evaluate the differences or similarities between the real and
unreal recordings.

When examining the spectrograms of the different positions,
it is noticeable that each position has a distinct appearance,
although the sound played was the same in all 11 positions,
as expected. It is indicating that the localization by the ray-
tracing is valid. Depending on the position in the room,
the sound is influenced by the arrangement of the sound
sources, surrounding objects like chairs and tables, and the
materials used. By comparing the spectrograms of the real

and virtual environment worlds, it is clear that the virtual
environment world’s spectrograms are less detailed in the
high-frequency range compared to the real-world. This cut-
off of high frequencies is most likely due to the simulation
environment, i.e., software restrictions, resolution of the digital
sound card on the computer.

Additionally, certain events in the real-world (sections with
intense yellow colors) can be noticed on the spectrograms of
the virtual environment world in Figure 4. For instance, three
events stand out at positions 8-10. These are construction ac-
tivities that occurred in the hallway adjacent to these positions.
However, these events are not discernible from the remaining
locations, as construction work was barely audible within the
meeting room.

Although in our work the virtual scene is manually recon-
structed based on real-world measurements, there are already
trends towards automatic scene reconstruction, such as [29].
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Overall, we have investigated sound sample augmentation
using existing software tools meant for 3D game and VR
experience developers for data augmentation, specifically in
location-dependent sound samples. This can be used further
for training Hardware Audio-Based Location-Aware Systems,
bypassing difficulties in data collection. Modern tools utilize
hardware-accelerated ray-tracing for the audio rendering, thus
making it more realistic than traditional propagation-only
synthesis.

A significant advantage of our method is that the scene
can be replayed, and the listener can be placed at different
locations for the same period of surrounding activities, which
is not possible in real-world data collection for this purpose. In
this work, although we only presented the locations that were
also recorded in the real-world in Figure 4, our approach can
generate a new soundtrack from any location other than those
inside the scene. It is impossible for actual data collection
procedures to gather data at every centimeter inside the scene.

In our future work, we would continue to implement our
method with SteamVR, which also has ray-traced sound. Fur-
thermore, we will also improve the generated sound samples
using generative adversarial networks as a post-processing
step.
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